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GLOSSARY
(application) object: Requests from or responds to an Internet application.
block: A group of threads in CUDA architecture, which could be treated like a
matrix of threads.
buffer: A space to store data temporarily for the purpose of faster access.
CUDA stream: “A sequence of operations that execute in issue-order on the GPU”
(Rennich, 2011, p. 3).
data redundancy: Duplicated chunks in a data stream.
Finite State Machine: A mathematical model that describes finite number of
states and the behavior of transferring among these states.
kernel: “CUDA C extends C by allowing the programmer to define C functions,
called kernels” (CUDA Toolkit Documentation, 2015, para. 2.1).
MapReduce: A programming model that assigns workers two roles, mapper and
reducer, and make them run under a certain rule. It ensures the program to
distribute the work load to multiple workers and let them work in parallel.
middle-box: “A computer networking device that manipulates traffic for purposes
other than packet forwarding” (Morreale & Anderson, 2014, p. 129).
multi-threading: The situation where the program creates multiple threads and
handles them at the same time.
(network) packet: Data formated under a rule that can be recognized by network
devices.
pipeline: The situation where each worker (thread) handles one task, and passes its
output as the next worker’s input.
(Rabin) fingerprint: A method that transforms strings into polynomials in finite
field, and modulo them by a large prime polynomial in the same field, to
compute fingerprints (Rabin et al., 1981).
shared memory: The space allocated for each block, and shared by all the threads
within the block (CUDA Toolkit Documentation, 2015).
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ABSTRACT
Diao, Kelu M.S., Purdue University, May 2016. Hardware Accelerated Redundancy
Elimination in Network System. Major Professor: Ioannis Papapanagiotou.
With the tremendous growth in the amount of information stored on remote
locations and cloud systems, many service providers are seeking ways to reduce the
amount of redundant information sent across networks by using data de-duplication
techniques. Data de-duplication can reduce network traffic without the loss of
information, and consequently increase available network bandwidth by reducing
redundant traffic. However, due to the heavy computation required for detecting
and reducing redundant data transmission, de-duplication itself can become a
bottleneck in high capacity links. We completed two parts of work in this research
study, Hardware Accelerated Redundancy Elimination in Network Systems
(HARENS) and Distributed Redundancy Elimination System Simulation (DRESS).
HARENS can significantly improve the performance of redundancy elimination
algorithm in a network system by leveraging General Purpose Graphic Processing
Unit (GPGPU) techniques as well as other big data optimizations such as the use of
a hierarchical multi-threaded pipeline, single machine Map-Reduce, and memory
efficiency techniques. Our results indicate that throughput can be increased by a
factor of 9 times compared to a naive implementation of the data de-duplication
algorithm, providing a net transmission increase of up to 3.0 Gigabits per second
(Gbps). DRESS provides further acceleration to the redundancy elimination in
network system by deploying HARENS as the server’s side redundancy elimination
module, and four cooperative distributed byte caches on the clients’ side. A client’s
side distributed byte cache broadcast its cached chunks by sending hash values to
other byte caches, so that they can keep a record of all the chunks in the
xii
cooperative distributed cache system. When duplications are detected, a client’s
side byte cache can fetch a chunk directly from either its own cache or peer byte
caches rather than server’s side redundancy elimination module. Our results
indicate that bandwidth savings of the redundancy elimination system with
cooperative distributed byte cache can be increased by 12% compared to the one
without distributed byte cache, when transferring about 48 Gigabits of data.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This research was conducted to accelerate the redundancy elimination
algorithm so that it can match up the speed of network. This section covers the
background, scope, research question, assumptions, limitations, and delimitations of
this study.
1.1 Background
Network performance is always a big issue for service providers and users. A
recent study reveals that most of the network traffic on the commodity Internet is
due to streaming videos (Global Internet Phenomena Africa, Middle East & North
America, 2015). Many people have experienced and been annoyed by intermittent
video streams, especially during network rush hours. Network performance is
affected by factors such as available bandwidth, real-time network traffic, and the
distance of data transfer. Numerous attempts have been made to improve network
performance. For example, a network provider can replace copper with fiber-optic
cable to improve bandwidth, apply better routing techniques to find optimal
network paths, use middle-box data de-duplication techniques to reduce the impact
of redundant data in the traffic stream, set up multiple data centers around the
world to shorten the distance between users and data, and use P2P protocols to
allow users to share data while downloading.
Eliminating redundancy within the network can both reduce the network
traffic and decrease the response time in network-based applications. Generally,
there are two methods of network data de-redundancy, proxy-caches (Glassman,
1994) and Data Redundancy Elimination (DRE) (Sijben, van Willigenburg, de
Boer, & van der Gaast, 2002). Proxy-cache is a method in which a proxy server
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detects duplicate Internet requests for data, and returns objects to users directly if
the requested data is in its cache. Another method, DRE, places middle-boxes on
both the servers’ and users’ end. The user’s middle-box simply retains data in its
cache with LRU cache replacement. A server’s middle-box detects the duplication in
the data to be sent to the users and sends metadata indicating the location of the
chunk cached in the user’s middle-box. The user’s middle-box then fetches this
chunk directly from its cache. If the chunk is no longer in cache, the client requests
that chunk from the server. We implemented a general de-duplication method that
could be deployed within proxy caches or DRE middle-boxes. Although our
approach would perform better using DRE because DRE middle-boxes are more
powerful and flexible than proxy caches.
For this research, the redundancy elimination procedure we deployed in
servers’ middle-boxes employed the following steps:
1. fetch data, which could be packets or objects, from a network port,
2. divide the received packets or objects into smaller chunks,
3. compute a hash value for each chunk, and
4. use the hash values to match the chunks.
In practice, we found that the data fetching step is fast enough, and does not
require acceleration, so this step can be safely skipped. There are two approaches
for the object/packet chunking step, the “classical” sliding window approach and
SampleBytes, a window sampling approach proposed by Aggarwal et al. (2010). In
the sliding window approach, the sliding window is put at the beginning of the data
stream and slid to the end of the stream one byte a time. For each step, the sliding
window algorithm computes the Rabin hash value of the window, applies a certain
sampling function (e.g. MODP, MAXP) on the hash values to choose a subset of
the windows. The first bytes of the windows are denoted as the fingerprints, which
divide the objects/packets into chunks. Another approach is SampleBytes, which
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picks up some sample windows and computes their Rabin hash values, and then
applies a sampling function to choose fingerprints from the sample windows. We use
the sliding window approach in our work because the SampleBytes approach has the
potential to lose redundancy detection opportunities. In our work, the length of the
sliding window is 32 bytes, and sampling function is MODP. For the chunk hashing
step, a general redundancy elimination algorithm computes the hash values of each
chunk. For the chunk matching step, the hash values computed in the previous step
are used to detect redundant chunks, and replace the redundant chunks with
metadata that indicates the location of these chunks in the cache.
An existing redundancy elimination algorithm, the Rabin fingerprint, is a
slow technique in terms of network throughput, due to the time required for
computing the hash values and the memory management of this algorithm. This
drawback has made a Rabin fingerprint based redundancy elimination algorithm
impractical for high-speed networks. Many researchers have been studying this
problem and have proposed many solutions. Aggarwal et al. (2010) applies sampling
techniques which only analyzes a subset of all the windows to avoid the huge
amount of computing required to analyze all of the data. Bhatotia, Rodrigues, and
Verma (2012) uses GPU acceleration with a multi-threaded pipeline to improve disk
de-duplication performance. The fingerprint sampling technique introduced by
Aggarwal et al. (2010) may miss many duplicate bytes due to the sampling
technique it uses, which may affect the overall redundancy elimination. Shredder
has demonstrated good performance improvements for content chunking, but is still
not fast enough for fast networks (up to 10 Gbps), hence it is only applied for disk
de-duplication.
Furthermore, the resources in network systems are not used optimally due to
the lack of information. For example, when a client request for a web content, the
client’s side middle-ware would request server for this content if it is not cached. It
would be faster if the middle-ware could request a device, which is closer to this
middle-ware than the server and has the content in cache, for the data. A solution
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for this problem is to use cooperative caches, which can share information about
cache contents to each other. Pitkänen and Ott (2007) and J. M. Wang, Zhang, and
Bensaou (2013) have applied cooperative distributed byte caches in the network
data de-duplication problem, but both of their works are limited in certain network.
Our purpose in this work is to find a general method that is suitable for the
common network structures.
1.2 Statement of Problem
With the tremendous growth in the amount of data produced and stored on
the Internet, many service providers are seeking ways of data de-duplication. Data
de-duplication can remove the replicative patterns from network traffic, and
decrease response time for time sensitive applications (Papapanagiotou, Callaway, &
Devetsikiotis, 2012). However, the redundancy elimination algorithm is a slow
technique compared to network throughput, which makes the approach very limited
in terms of bandwidth saving in network traffic. It is an open problem to accelerate
the redundancy elimination algorithm so that its throughput can match up to the
network throughput.
The redundancy elimination algorithm typically consists of the following
steps: fetching data, partitioning packets/objects chunks, computing hash values for
chunks, and detecting and removing duplicate chunks using hash values. The
problem is how to accelerate the other three steps so that their throughput can
match up to the throughput of the first step. Bhatotia et al. (2012) has proposed an
optimization of data chunking step. But the large amount of memory allocation,
release, and access in chunk hashing and chunk matching steps makes these two step
extremely time consuming, and hence slows down the whole process.
Besides, two routers that are located nearby each other in the network would
need to fetch full package of data respectively, even if they requested for the same
data. Network redundancy elimination is based on the logic that Internet users in a
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region, like university campus, tend to visit similar web contents. Likewise, Internet
users in another university campus nearby would also tend to visit similar web
contents to the previously mentioned university campus. It would save a lot of
bandwidth and make respond faster if the routers can fetch data from each other’s
cache.
1.3 Research Question
How can the redundancy elimination algorithm be accelerated so that its
throughput speed can match up to the network throughput speed?
• For each step of redundancy elimination algorithm, which optimization
technique would be the best match?
• Can we make better use of the devices, such as CPU and GPU, so that each
device doesn’t need to wait until the other devices have done their work before
it begins a new task?
• Can this program be deployed in multiple middle-boxes, which can
synchronize frequent patterns with each other?
1.4 Significance
Network redundancy is a problem that has troubled service providers as well
as clients for years, as the duplicated data occupies a considerably large proportion
of the network traffic and reduces the Distinct Data Throughput (DDT) of the
network. With a redundancy elimination module in the network device, one can not
only increase the DDT, but also reduce the response time for Internet applications.
Many methods were introduced for network data de-duplication. Anand,
Muthukrishnan, Akella, and Ramjee (2009) used an object cache to track the
similar contents within the same object, but could not detect duplication chunks
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across objects. Douglis and Iyengar (2003), and Mogul, Douglis, Feldmann, and
Krishnamurthy (1997) introduced delta-encoding, which can compare chunks across
objects, but it is application-specific and has problems dealing with dynamic
contents. Spring and Wetherall (2000) applied a middle-box approach to IP-layer
devices, but it is a slow technique. Aggarwal et al. (2010) introduced a SampleByte
technique, which can achieve a throughput of 2.2-5.8 Gbps with sampling period of
32-512 bytes, but it will miss some fingerprints in certain cases.
This research study aimed to find a way to accelerate the redundancy
elimination technique in network systems without affecting the duplication
detection rate. The researcher divided the redundancy elimination algorithm into a
few steps, and apply a few optimization techniques on both the hardware and
software levels to accelerate each step. The researcher used a multi-threaded
pipeline to overlap the execution time of each step to achieve the best performance.
The researcher also deployed distributed byte caches that can cooperate with each
other to further reduce the redundancy in network.
1.5 Scope
The work conducted by this research study included the following parts:
1. Apply a multi-threaded pipeline architecture for the redundancy elimination
algorithm steps to overlap their execution time.
2. Use Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) to accelerate the
packet/object chunking step.
3. Use the optimization techniques of CUDA to take the best advantage of
CUDA architecture.
4. Find a way to accelerate the chunk hashing and matching steps. The chunk
hashing step is very computationally intensive and the chunk matching step is
also time consuming due to intensive memory allocation, release, and access.
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5. Compare the performance of algorithms with and without the multi-threaded
pipeline, and algorithms with and without CUDA acceleration.
6. Use distributed byte caches, which can synchronize with each other, to allow
them fetch redundant chunks from other cache rather than fetch from server.
7. Implement a simulation system to compare the performance of the data
redundancy elimination system with and without synchronized distributed
byte cache.
Hash functions used in the chunk hashing step should be carefully chosen,
because this step is very computationally intensive, and it would severely slow down
the whole process with an improper hash function.
1.6 Assumptions
The assumptions for this study included:
• The middle-boxes upon which we deployed our algorithm supports
multi-threaded programs, have installed NVIDIA GPU(s) that support CUDA
6.5, and have a 64-bit operating system.
• The middle-boxes have memory no smaller than 16 GB so that we can have
enough space for the algorithm to run properly, and store the chunks,
meta-data, and intermediate data in it.
• The operating system running on the middle-boxes supports C++ version 11,
which is the earliest C++ version which has implemented standard
multi-threading library (Working Draft, Standard for Programming Language
C++, 2012, p. 1114).
• The middle-boxes have or are at least compatible with GCC 4.7 or later,
because GCC versions earlier than GCC 4.7 would not support the C++11
features used in the program (C++0x/C++11 Support in GCC , 2015).
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• The middle-boxes have installed Nvidia GPU(s) which can support CUDA
architecture 6.5.
• The server is a video server, and users request for video by string IDs.
• The nodes and links in the network are stable and never failed or corrupted.
1.7 Limitations
The limitations for this study included:
• This research only covers redundancy elimination algorithms that use a
content-based chunking method.
• This research uses the Rabin Fingerprint method as the fingerprinting method.
• This research uses CUDA architecture to accelerate the fingerprinting process.
• This research uses C++11 multi-threading libraries to implement
multi-threaded programs.
• This research uses ns-3 to simulate network behaviors of the network
redundancy elimination system with cooperative distributed byte caches,
which consists of one server’s side middle-box (HARENS) and four clients’
side middle-boxes (distributed byte cache).
1.8 Delimitations
The delimitations for this study included:
• This research will not cover compression algorithms.
• This research will not cover assembly optimization or hardware architecture
optimization.
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• This research will not cover the implementation of a real-world network traffic
redundancy elimination system.
1.9 Summary
This chapter provided the background, statement of problem, research
question, significance, scope, definitions, assumptions, limitations, and delimitations
for the research project. The next chapter provides a review of the literature
relevant to this research.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
This chapter highlights the evolution of methods used for data de-duplication
in network systems.
2.1 Identical Object Detection
Data redundancy in the network is one of the major problems that
researchers aim to tackle. A trivial solution is to use proxy caches to detect and
eliminate the identical objects/packets. Glassman (1994) is one of the first who
studied the network data redundancy problem. After that, researchers kept looking
into this problem and found more optimization techniques and applications of
Glassman (1994). Abrams, Standridge, Abdulla, Williams, and Fox (1995), Barford,
Bestavros, Bradley, and Crovella (1999), Markatos (1996), and Williams, Abrams,
Standridge, Abdulla, and Fox (1996) studied the cache replacement policies.
Abrams et al. (1995) and Markatos (1996) explored other replacement policies,
which are derived from Least Recent Used (LRU) policy, to achieve better
performance in general or special cases. Barford et al. (1999) and Williams et al.
(1996) explored other replacement policies based on the file size. Bolot and Hoschka
(1996) applied an Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model to
track the pattern of occurrence of redundancy. Bolot, Lamblot, and Simonian
(1997) applied the proxy caching method to group Internet requests by sites or web
servers and send the requests in the same group at the same time. Meira Jr,
Fonseca, Murta, and Almeida (1998) presented an approach that can examine the
performance of proxy caches. Papapanagiotou, Nahum, and Pappas (2012)
summarized the usage and benefits of browser cache and proposed a modification on
cache replacement strategy to achieve the optimal bandwidth savings.
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The early research studies introduced in this section are highly limited,
because they can only detect identical objects/packets and are protocol-specific.
However, their work is still valuable because proxy caching is a fast technique
compared to the redundancy elimination algorithms of today. For example,
Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and Devetsikiotis (2012) proposed a hybrid method,
which integrated proxy caching and a redundancy elimination module to take
advantage of both techniques.
2.2 Delta Encoding
Delta encoding is a method that compares a series of data to another series
of data, and transforms it to the difference of these two series of data. Researchers
applied this method to detect and compress similar objects/packets in network
systems. In the delta encoding method, the analysis program computes the delta
encoding of an object/packet based on the original one, and the compressed delta
encoded data would be sent rather than the full data. Jacobson (1990) applied this
technique to compute the delta encoding of the TCP/IP header to be sent based on
the previous header and compress it, which is based on the assumption that both
senders and receivers keep the previous header. It took researchers many years to
apply the delta encoding technique to HTTP traffic analysis. Williams et al. (1996)
first proposed delta encoding in their work addressing HTTP cache replacement
strategies, but they did not work on this idea until later (Williams (1996) according
to Mogul et al. (1997)). Housel and Lindquist (1996) is believed to be the first
publication that investigated the application of the delta encoding technique to
HTTP traffic. Mogul et al. (1997) and Douglis and Iyengar (2003) proposed their
refined delta encoding method in a protocol-specific situation.
Delta encoding is a big improvement over the trivial proxy cache technique.
But it only has significant benefit when dealing with very similar data, which makes
it highly limited in the era of information explosion.
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2.3 Duplicate Chunk Detection
A better idea is to reuse the duplicated chunks in the data series, that the
data de-duplication algorithm can still detect duplications even if there is only little
similarity between two objects/packets.
Previous studies have proposed two approaches both related to the
fingerprinting method. Fingerprinting is a way to use a small signature to represent
a larger object. The researcher of this thesis first categorized them into Fingerprint
Expansion (FPE) and Fingerprint Partition (FPP). The FPE method is applied in
the work of Manber (1994), Spring and Wetherall (2000), and Schleimer, Wilkerson,
and Aiken (2003). It treats the fingerprints as anchors in the data series, matches
the anchors between two objects/packets, and expands the anchors to find the
maximum chunk match when two anchors match. The FPP method is applied in
the work of Muthitacharoen, Chen, and Mazières (2001), Rhea, Liang, and Brewer
(2003), Tolia, Kaminsky, Andersen, and Patil (2006), Pucha, Andersen, and
Kaminsky (2007), Anand et al. (2009), Aggarwal et al. (2010), Bhatotia et al.
(2012), and Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and Devetsikiotis (2012). It treats the
fingerprints as break points within the data series, divides the data series into
chunks from these break points, and matches the chunks within and across
objects/packets based on the non-collision hash value (normally SHA) of each
chunk. The FPE method would find a longer match than FPP once it finds an
anchor match, but it is a slow technique because the program needs to compare
every byte before and after the two matching anchors until it reaches different bytes.
The researcher of this thesis applied the FPP method, because it is much faster
than FPE, and speed is the main concern in this work.
There are also different methods for picking fingerprints. A simple
implementation would be to choose a fingerprint every several bytes. However, a
slight modification would make a significant change in the fingerprint set. For
example, if there is a byte inserted in the data series, the fingerprints after that
insertion would all be shifted left by one byte. This problem could be solved by
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content-based chunking, which is categorized to MODP (MOD p) and MAXP (local
MAX in p bytes) by Anand et al. (2009). Besides MODP and MAXP, Aggarwal et
al. (2010) proposed SampleByte in the work EndRE. MODP is a method that
chooses a subset of the fingerprints that every fingerprint in the subset modulo p
equals a certain number. p is a pre-determined number. Manber (1994) applied this
technique in his work related to finding similar files in a large file system. Spring
and Wetherall (2000) first proposed applying this technique in redundancy
elimination in network systems. Bhatotia et al. (2012), Muthitacharoen et al.
(2001), Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and Devetsikiotis (2012), Pucha et al. (2007),
Rhea et al. (2003), and Tolia et al. (2006) also adopted MODP method or used the
tools that adopted MODP method in their work. The MAXP method is choosing a
local maximum (or minimum) in every continuous block with length p. Anand et al.
(2009), and Schleimer et al. (2003) adopted MAXP method in their work. The
SampleByte method proposed by Aggarwal et al. (2010) adopted the ideas from
both MODP and MAXP. It skips p/2 bytes every time when a fingerprint is chosen.
Because MODP uses a pre-determined value p to filter fingerprints, and the network
data could be clustered, it could miss some redundancy detection opportunity. The
SampleByte method would lose even more redundancy detection opportunity than
MODP. However, this work adopted the MODP method, because it has
approximately the same detected redundancy rate as MAXP, according to the
experiment conducted by Aggarwal et al. (2010), and partitions data into fewer
chunks, which would make the critical steps faster.
2.4 Content-based Chunking
The content-based chunking algorithm computes fingerprints for the set of
selected substrings in the data series, and applies a certain rule to filter these
fingerprints. The data series is partitioned by the first bytes of the remaining
substrings. The Rabin fingerprint method proposed by Rabin et al. (1981) is the
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most famous and commonly used fingerprinting technique. The fingerprints of
different objects are expected to be different, which means there is only very small
probability that two different objects have the same fingerprint. Mathematically,
denoting k as the number of bits in a fingerprint, Rabin’s hash method can be
represented by Equation 2.1
F = {f : O → {0, 1}k} (Eqn. 2.1)
In equation 2.1, symbol O represents all possible objects inputted for fingerprinting.
It is expected that for any real-life set of objects S, the function satisfies
Equation 2.2, which means the size of the set of fingerprinting results should be
approximately equal to the size of the set of input values.∣∣|f(S)| − |S|∣∣
|S|
≈ 0 (Eqn. 2.2)
The fundamental idea proposed in the work of Rabin et al. (1981) represent
a string as a series of bits, which could be interpreted as a large polynomial over a
Galois field of order 2 (denoted as GF(2)), and to compute the signature of the
string as this string modulo a polynomial, which is of degree k − 1 and irreducible
over GF(2). In Rabin’s method, a string ≡ a series of bits ≡ a polynomial over field
GF(2). The irreducible polynomial could be easily generated by the algorithm
proposed by Gao and Panario (1997). In this research, this irreducible polynomial is
dynamically generated to protect information security.
A brute force implementation of Rabin hash is very expensive. The
complexity of the modulo operation used for computing the fingerprints that uses a
Euclidean algorithm would be O((8n− k + 1)k) = O(nk), where n is the length of
string in bytes, and k is the term number of irreducible polynomial. Broder (1993)
introduced an optimized form of the Rabin hash algorithm. This algorithm
pre-computes the results of modulo operation for all possible inputs and stores them
in a table, from which the algorithm can simply refer to in the fingerprint
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computation. Notice that the input could be very large, which would require a huge
table to store all results for all possible inputs. The clever part of the design in
Broder (1993) is that they only computed the results of all possible eight-bit inputs
shifted left by k + 24, k + 16, k + 8, and k bits, and stored them into four tables
named TA, TB, TC, and TD, with 256 data entries each. The data structure of the
tables is array, in which the index could perform as key of table. Hence, the result
of possible 32-bit inputs shifted left by k bits could be computed by concatenating
one entry from each of the four small tables. The modulo operation is computed
iteratively, as shown in Algorithm 1. The input of this algorithm is a string,
Algorithm 1 Optimized Algorithm by Broder (1993)
result← 0
while S(x) is not empty do
A(x)← first 32 bits in S(x)
r0, r1, r2, r3 ← result0
result← (result << 32) + TA[r0] + TB[r1] + TC[r2] + TD[r3] + A(x)
end while
denoted as S(x). The variable result0 is the first 32 bits of the value result, and
P (x) denotes the irreducible polynomial in the following discussion. The algorithm
reads 32 bits of S(x) each time, concatenates the variable result with the newly
read bits, and compute the result of result modulo P (x) as the new result. The
modulo operation is done by decomposing the first 32 bits of result into four
eight-bit numbers and referring to the tables for the results. Notice that this
algorithm actually computed the result of (S0(x) << 64) mod P (x) + S1(x), where
S1(x) is the last 64 bits of S(x), and S0(x) is the remaining part. However, S(x)
mod P (x) =
(
(S0(x) << 64) + S1(x)
)
mod P (x), so that the result of this
algorithm is not exactly the same as the result of S(x) mod P (x). But the
distribution of the results of optimized algorithm is as sparse and even as Rabin
hash, which means it can also satisfy Equation 2.2. Therefore, the researcher
adopted this optimized Rabin fingerprint algorithm in this research.
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2.5 Efforts of Acceleration
Several previous studies have contributed to accelerating the redundancy
elimination algorithm to allow it to match the speed of the network. Anand et al.
(2009) and Schleimer et al. (2003) applied MAXP, which is faster than MODP.
Anand et al. (2009) applied a bloom filter to accelerate chunk matching, but the
bloom filter has a relatively high false positive probability, does not have the
information of chunk location, and has difficulty in the case of deletion due to
lacking of information of chunk location. Aggarwal et al. (2010) proposed the
SampleByte method, which only pick some sample bytes to compute Rabin
fingerprints, so that it loses redundancy detection opportunities. Bhatotia et al.
(2012) used a GPU to accelerate the Rabin fingerprint process, but their technique
is mainly targeted on redundancy elimination in incremental storage, and their
technique was not addressed in accelerating chunk hashing and matching
procedures, which are critical steps in network redundancy elimination.
Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and Devetsikiotis (2012) adopted some of the work of
Aggarwal et al. (2010) and proposed a hybrid method using both a proxy cache and
a redundancy elimination module. The work of Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and
Devetsikiotis (2012) was later adopted in the work of Callaway and Papapanagiotou
(2013a), Callaway and Papapanagiotou (2013b), and Callaway and Papapanagiotou
(2014). But their work was not addressed in accelerating the algorithm in
redundancy elimination module. In this thesis, we mainly focused on accelerating
the whole process of redundancy elimination, which is a complementary of the work
made by Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and Devetsikiotis (2012).
Dal Bianco, Galante, and Heuser (2011), and Kolb, Thor, and Rahm (2012)
proposed a data de-redundancy approaching using map-reduce. But their work
applied brute force approach in objects chunking and duplicate chunk matching,
which is inefficient, and used existing map-reduce tools, which may not perfectly
suit for the redundancy elimination task. Our work used the Rabin fingerprinting
algorithm for objects/packets chunking, which is much faster. We also implemented
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a single-machine map-reduce. It eliminated the key-value pair process, because the
value itself is the key. It also eliminated the merge/sort step, and passes the output
of map phase to reducers immediately instead of passing a list after mapper is done.
This real-time map-reduce communication approach is the key of acceleration.
2.6 Distributed Cache
Distributed cache is a solution for addressing the limitations posed by the
limited computational power and storage of the middle-boxes. It can also distribute
network traffic to multiple paths. Gadde, Rabinovich, and Chase (1997) and Povey
and Harrison (1997) were among the first to propose using distributed Internet
caches to reuse data and reduce the redundant network transfer. Gadde et al. (1997)
proposed a Caching and Replication for Internet Service Performance (CRISP)
method, which allows multiple caches share a directory of the cache contents to
distributed traffic load to the caches. Povey and Harrison (1997) proposed a method
that can replicate data among a hierarchical cache, which reduces the network traffic
load in successive levels in the Internet. Chuang and Sirbu (2000), and Tay, Feng,
and Wijeysundera (2000) also used distributed caches for servers and proposed
strategies to ensure data consistency. Borst, Gupt, and Walid (2010) developed a
cache management algorithm to maximize cache usage and rate of non-redundant
data in the network traffic. Iyer, Rowstron, and Druschel (2002), C. Wang, Xiao,
Liu, and Zheng (2004), and Huang, Sun, Chen, Mao, and Zhang (2012) showed the
advantage of the distributed Internet cache method over the traditional proxy cache
in P2P applications. Among these three works, Iyer et al. (2002) proposed Squirrel,
a decentralized web cache that enables the nodes in the peer-to-peer network to
share their local caches. We also used a decentralized method for the clients’ side
middle-boxes in this thesis as it’s more efficient and fault tolerant. C. Wang et al.
(2004) proposed a Distributed Caching and Adaptive Search (DiCAS) protocol,
which uses a multilayer P2P network and restrict traffic within one layer based on
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the group ID of the node that sends requests. Huang et al. (2012) proposed a
BufferBand method with distributed caches and a three-layer hierarchical mapping,
which can decrease the delay compared to traditional P2P networks.
Although both redundancy elimination in network system and distributed
cache are well researched, there is not much research about using distributed cache
in redundancy elimination. Pitkänen and Ott (2007) proposed an opportunistic
model in a delay tolerant network, which allows nodes in the network to
communicate end-to-end when a link to server cannot be set up in a given time.
However, most Internet applications are not delay tolerant, which makes this work
very limited when applied to real cases. J. M. Wang et al. (2013) proposed a cache
cooperation scheme to distribute traffic load among caches and reduce redundancies.
However, this work is also very limited in real cases, because it is only designed for
Content-Centric Networking (CCN) architectures. In this thesis, I used
synchronized distributed caches in client’s side middle-boxes and a redundancy
elimination module in a server’s side middle-box, which can be deployed in a normal
network. Distributed caches on the clients’ side rather than on the server’s side can
also reduce the network latency because the clients’ side middle-boxes are
geographically close to each other.
2.7 Summary
This chapter provided a review of the literature relevant to redundancy
elimination in network systems. The next chapter provides the framework and
methodology to be used in the research project.
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CHAPTER 3. FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY OF HARENS
This chapter provides the framework and methodology that were used in the
research study of Hardware Accelerated Redundancy Elimination in Network
Systems (HARENS).
3.1 Research Type
This research study was a mix of qualitative and quantitative research. our
goal was finding a way to accelerate the redundancy elimination algorithm, and to
estimate the improvement of throughput speed and the effect on detected
redundancy rate by each acceleration technique.
3.2 Hypothesis
H0: HARENS does not improve the performance (throughput speed and
redundancy detection) of a redundancy elimination algorithm in network
systems.
Ha: HARENS improves the performance (throughput speed or redundancy
detection) of a redundancy elimination algorithm in network systems.
3.3 Methodology
In this section, we introduce an overview of the algorithm applied to solve
the data duplication problem. Then the optimization techniques applied to
accelerate the algorithm are introduced.
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3.3.1 Algorithm Overview
The common procedure for a redundancy elimination algorithm consists of
four steps: fetching data, partitioning packets/objects chunks, computing hash
values for chunks, and matching chunks by comparing hash values. We found that
the data fetching step is fast enough, and does not require acceleration, so this step
can be safely skipped. The other three steps will be referred as chunk partitioning,
chunk hashing, and chunk matching in the rest parts of this chapter.
3.3.1.1. Packet/Object Chunking
In this step, the program reads in the traffic stream either on-line or off-line,
applies a sliding window to scan through the whole input stream, and marks the
fingerprints based on given rule. The fingerprints divide the stream into chunks.
Algorithm 2 Packet/Object Chunking
window ← 0
fingerprints ← empty set
while window + δ < stream length do
hashValue = ComputeRabinHash(stream[window], δ)
if hashValue mod σ = 0 then
fingerprints.Add(window)
end if
window ← window + 1
end while
The Rabin fingerprint algorithm (Rabin et al., 1981) is used as the
fingerprint sampling algorithm in this step. An overview of the procedure of the
Rabin fingerprint algorithm is briefly shown in Algorithm 2. During initialization,
window is put at the beginning of the stream and fingerprints is an empty set.
Then this window is slide to the end of the stream, moving right by one byte each
step. In each step, the algorithm also computes the Rabin hash value of the stream
that covered by the window (σ is size of the window). If the hash value module by
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Figure 3.1. Chunk hashing throughput speed using Rabin, SHA1, and MD5 hash
(single thread)
a given number δ equals to 0, the algorithm mark the beginning of this window as a
fingerprint and add it into the set.
3.3.1.2. Chunk Hashing
Having partitioned the stream into chunks, a hash value is computed for each
chunk. The Rabin, SHA1, and MD5 hash are all good choices for chunk hashing.
The hash function used for chunk hashing is expected to be effective (satisfies
Equation 2.2) and efficient. So that we tested the throughput (shown in Figure 3.1)
and hash collision rate (Rabin hash has 0.1% – 0.5% collision rate, while no hash
collision observed using SHA1 and MD5) of each method affected by these two hash
functions against the YouTube video accessing data we generated from the trace file
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of UMass Trace Repository UMass Trace Repository (2014) The experiment was
CPU based, conducted under the environment described in Section 3.4. According
to these results, Rabin hash has much better performance and SHA1 hash has
slightly better performance than a MD5 hash, but Rabin hash could occasionally
encounter hash conflicts, while SHA1 and MD5 would not have this problem. In the
method proposed in this work, a duplication is claimed when a duplicated hash
value is detected, hence hash conflicts are intolerable. Therefore, we choose SHA1 as
the chunk hashing method.
3.3.1.3. Chunk Matching
In this step, the algorithm stores the hash values computed on the previous
step in a hash table. It reports a duplicate chunk when it finds that the hash value
already exists in the hash table. Hash conflicts would not be a problem because the
hash conflict rate of SHA1 is small enough to be safely ignored Spring and
Wetherall (2000).
A replacement algorithm for the chunks is required, so that only a limited
number of chunks are kept in memory. We chose LRU as the chunk replacement
algorithm because the repetitive patterns are also grouped in time period
(Willinger, Taqqu, Sherman, & Wilson, 1997), which means the redundant chunks
are most likely to be redundant to recent data.
3.3.2 CUDA Acceleration
In the packets/objects chunk partitioning step, we need to compute the
Rabin hash for each window, which is (stream length - σ + 1) windows, which
makes this step very computationally intensive. But it also has a great feature in
that the Rabin hash takes exactly σ bytes as input, and will follow exactly the same
mathematical procedure, which is independent to each other and takes about the
same amount of time. The features of the MODP Rabin fingerprinting algorithm in
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this step makes it a perfect candidate of CUDA acceleration. Besides, we also
applied CUDA optimization techniques to make the best advantage of CUDA.
Shared memory access is much faster than global memory access in the
CUDA architecture, which makes it beneficial to transfer data to shared memory
before computing. Besides, there are multiple threads reading the same memory
location because of the overlap of windows, which causes access conflicts and hence
only one of the threads that access the same memory slot would run while the
others are waiting. To solve this problem, we made two copies of some input data in
shared memory and aligned the data to avoid half of the access conflict as well as
improve the memory bandwidth. It is impossible to make more copies of data in
shared memory because of the limited size of shared memory.
The CUDA kernel instructions could be stalled by many reasons. We ran an
un-optimized CUDA algorithm in Visual Studio and generated Figure 3.2, which
shows the potential reasons that could slow down CUDA kernel execution. As shown
in Figure 3.2, the issues that could affect the performance includes: the speed of
instruction fetch and constant miss, which requires well arranged code order to make
the full advantage of cache; execution dependency and memory dependency, which
requires avoidance or reduction of the scenario that the threads in GPU depends on
one another; and memory throttle and pipe busy, which requires avoidance or
reduction of the scenario that multiple threads access the same slot of data.
Moreover, in CUDA compute capability 3.5, the maximum threads per
multiprocessor is 2048; the maximum shared memory per multiprocessor is 49152
bytes; the maximum register file size per multiprocessor is 65536 bytes (CUDA
Toolkit Documentation, 2015). To achieve the most threads per multiprocessor, one
need to balance the size of shared memory and register allocated per multiprocessor.
In this method, we transfer data from global memory in GPU to two shared
memory slots in each block, which stores two shifted copies of input data, and used
CUDA kernel registers for the other memory usage. The GPU threads are
synchronized after transferring data into shared memory, so that a large part of stall
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Figure 3.2. Issue stall reasons before optimization
reasons for the threads are switched from memory throttle, memory dependency,
and pipe busy to synchronization, as shown in Figure 3.3. Although there are more
warp cycles got stalled in the optimized code, the execution time was reduced by
around 10% because a) the average stall time was reduced and b) a large part of
issue stalls (synchronization) were under control. A GPU with CUDA architecture
consists of multiple Streaming Multiprocessors (SM). Each SM has its independent
instruction unit, constant cache, texture cache, shared memory, and multiple
Streaming Processors (SP), which have independent registers and share the “shared
memory”. To fully utilize the GPU, we expect the occupancy of each SM to be as
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Figure 3.3. Issue stall reasons after optimization
high as possible. Table 3.1 shows the GPU occupancy of our program. This work
achieved 100% theoretical occupancy and 93.89% achieved occupancy.
3.3.3 Single Machine Map-Reduce
In the chunk hashing and chunk matching step, a simple approach is to
compute the hash value of each chunk, store it in a hash table, and detect duplicate
chunks by referring to the hash table. The problem with such an approach is that a
large amount of time will be consumed in randomly accessing the memory when the
hash table is repeatedly accessed. Another idea is to launch multiple threads to
execute chunk matching task, which would result in much better performance.
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Table 3.1 GPU occupancy
Variable Achieved Theoretical Device Limit
Occupancy Per SM
Active Blocks - 4 16
Active Warps 60.09 64 64
Active Threads - 2048 2048
Occupancy 93.89% 100% 100%
Warps
Threads/Block - 512 1024
Warpss/Block - 16 32
Block Limit - 4 16
Registers
Registers/Thread - 17 255
Registers/Block - 12288 65536
Registers/SM - 49152 65536
Block Limit - 5 16
Shared Memory
Shared Memory/Block - 1034 49152
Shared Memory/SM - 4136 49152
Block Limit - 38 15
However, there exists an upper boundary of throughput in the approach of simply
launching multiple threads to execute a chunk matching task, as there would be
massive time spent in waiting for acquiring locks on the a) hash table and b) chunk
hashing result queue, both of which would need to be accessed by all the threads to
prevent a data race condition. We developed our own data mapper and reducer
inspired by Hadoop Map-Reduce with the goal of parallelizing data chunk hashing
(using the mapper developed in this research) and data chunk hash matching (using
the reducer developed in this research). We call our approach Map-Reduce, however,
we did not use Hadoop Map-Reduce software - we developed our own
implementation. We used our single machine map-reduce architecture, which
significantly improved the performance of these two steps.
Figure 3.4 shows our Map-Reduce structure in this research. Assume there
are µ threads of chunk hashing as the mappers, and γ threads of chunk matching as
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Figure 3.4. Map-Reduce structure
the reducers. The mapper computes a SHA1 hash value for each chunk and sends to
hash value to a reducer based on the value of (hash value mod γ). Each reducer i
maintains a hash table separately, which only stores hash values satisfying
Equation 3.1.
hash value mod γ = i (Eqn. 3.1)
So that Equation 3.1 performs the functionality of a shuffle between mappers and
reducers. Furthermore, γ should be greater than µ because maintaining a hash table
is much slower than computing a SHA1 hash value.
We conducted an experiment using a different number of mappers and
reducers to analyze its effect on the throughput of our algorithm. As shown in
Figure 3.5, the throughput speed increases with the number of mappers. However,
the number of mappers does not significantly impact the throughput speed when
there are more than 8 mappers. The throughput speed fluctuates when the number
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Figure 3.5. Influence of the number of mappers and reducers on performance
of reducers is smaller than 500, and deteriorates when the number of reducers is
higher than 500. An explanation for this is that the system we ran experiment on
cannot handle that many threads. Experimental results showed that the algorithm
performed best with µ ∈ [8, 14] and γ ∈ [92, 218]. We used (µ, γ) = (11, 212) in the
experiments in Section 3.4.
3.3.4 Multi-threaded Pipeline
Pipelining is the task mode in which the workers perform their assigned tasks
simultaneously, and pass their output to the next worker as input. To increase the
throughput of the redundancy elimination algorithm, we used a multi-threaded
pipeline technique to minimize the idle time of each device.
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Figure 3.6. The pipeline process
Figure 3.6 shows the work flow of the multi-threaded pipeline redundancy
elimination algorithm:
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• When the program receives a request, it pushes the request into the request
queue.
• The reading process retrieves a request from the request queue, reads the data
for the request into memory, and then pushes the memory page into the buffer
queue.
• The chunk partitioning process retrieves data from the buffer queue, partitions
the data into chunks, and then pushes the chunks into the chunk queue.
• The chunk hashing process retrieves data from the chunk queue, computes the
SHA1 hash for each chunk, and pushes the hash values into the hash queue.
• The chunk matching process retrieves data from the hash queue, detects
duplicate chunks by maintaining a hash table for the chunks, and outputs the
result for the request.
Each process keeps running as long as the input buffer is not empty, which makes it
much faster than the serialized method.
Furthermore, we used asynchronized memory transfer in the CUDA
accelerated packets/objects chunk partitioning step. The CUDA stream technique
allows the kernel to execute the instructions in the order they are sent by the
program, and the host-device memory transfer and kernel functions can be
simultaneously executed. We used this technique as the second layer pipeline within
the pipelining of the whole process.
3.4 Measurements
The methods were evaluated on a machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-5930K CPU @ 3.50 GHz, with 6 cores and 16.0 GB RAM. The GPU installed in
this machine is an NVIDIA Tesla K40c. The hardware accelerated redundancy
elimination is evaluated on Windows 8 64 bit operating system.
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We generated experimental data for our evaluation using data from Youtube
traces that are publicly available in the UMass Trace Repository (2014). We wrote a
batch downloading script gotube1 inspired by a python YouTube video downloading
library written by Ficano (2015).
We generated six test cases as the experiment data, which are 10 GB files.
The redundancies are detected in a window about 8 GB, so that the least recently
accessed chunks would be removed from the cache. Figure 3.7 and Table 3.2 show
the average value and standard deviation of the experimental results for all six test
cases. We did not intend to simulate the natural of downloading in real-world,
where the videos might be downloaded simultaneously and overlap with each other.
As the size of video files (normally 10-20 MB) is relatively small in terms of size of
the cache (8-16 GB), the video files would not compete on the cache. Therefore, the
order of packets of the videos would not affect the experimental result.
We evaluated our method by comparing the throughput and the detected
redundancy rate of the program introduced in this research (HARENS) with the
other three benchmark programs2. The algorithms we evaluated were:
• Naive C++ implementation
• Multi-threaded pipeline accelerated algorithm
• CUDA accelerated algorithm
• HARENS
In Figure 3.7, we showed the throughput of the four methods. As is shown in
the figure, the multi-threaded pipeline accelerated algorithm demonstrated about a
60% throughput improvement over the naive C++ implementation, because the
multi-threaded pipeline accelerated algorithm overlapped the execution time of each
steps. The improvement in the multi-threaded pipeline accelerated algorithm was
not significant compared with the naive C++ implementation because each step was
1The script can be found in https://github.com/KeluDiao/gotube
2All the programs can be found in https://github.com/keludiao/REinNS
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Figure 3.7. Throughput speed of the four methods (sample number = 6)
Table 3.2 Redundancy Rate Detected (sample number = 6)
Mean Standard Deviation
Naive C++ 19.00 2.96
Multi-threaded pipeline 19.00 2.96
CUDA 18.98 2.91
HARENS 19.02 2.98
still time consuming. The CUDA accelerated algorithm had about 70% throughput
improvement over the naive C++ implementation, because the CUDA accelerated
algorithm shortened the time required for objects/packets chunk partitioning.
HARENS, the method introduced in this work had about a factor of 9 times
throughput improvement over the naive C++ implementation, because HARENS
not only shortened the execution time of objects/packets chunk partitioning, chunk
hashing, and chunk matching, but also overlapped the execution time of each step.
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In Table 3.2, we show the detected redundancy rate of the trace file using the
four methods. The redundancy rates detected by the naive C++ implementation,
the multi-threaded pipeline accelerated approach, and the CUDA accelerated
approach are similar. Our method detected slightly more redundancy than the other
three methods. As the buffer is limited, the older chunks would be removed from
the buffer according to the LRU replacement technique. The Map-Reduce chunk
hashing/matching mechanism has a better chance of keeping the redundant chunks
because the redundancies are generally clustered.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the author presented HARENS, an efficient approach
developed for redundancy elimination in network systems. The author used a
multi-threaded pipeline to overlap the execution time of each step. For the
object/packet chunk partitioning step, this research used a GPU to accelerate the
Rabin fingerprinting algorithm. In this step, this research made use of shared
memory to improve memory bandwidth, applied asynchronized memory transfer to
minimize the blocking time of the kernel instructions, and balanced the usage of
GPU registers and shared memory to activate the largest possible number of
threads in execution. Hence, this research achieved the highest possible theoretical
GPU occupation. For the chunk hashing and chunk matching step, this research
applied our single machine Map-Reduce architecture which distributed and
scheduled the work load of these two steps in thousands of threads which improved
the overall performance by about a factor of 9 times.
There are several interesting avenues for future work. The Map-Reduce
architecture this research used could be deployed on a distributed system, such as
Openstack. We could also adopt the hybrid method introduced by Papapanagiotou,
Callaway, and Devetsikiotis (2012), making our redundancy elimination module
work with a proxy cache module, to see if it can improve performance. Besides, the
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author found that there is significant time spent in lock acquisition and release. A
lock-free method would be another good topic for further investigation.
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CHAPTER 4. FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY OF DRESS
This chapter provided the framework and methodology that were used in the
research study of Distributed Redundancy Elimination System Simulation (DRESS).
4.1 Research Type
This research study was a mix of qualitative and quantitative research. Our
goal was finding a way to make the clients’ side middle-boxes fetch data from a
network device that is closer to it in the network than a server. We estimated how
cooperative distributed caches impacted the bandwidth savings and affected the
detected redundancy rate.
4.2 Hypothesis
H0: DRESS does not improve the bandwidth savings of a network data
redundancy elimination systems.
Ha: DRESS improves the bandwidth savings of a network data redundancy
elimination systems.
4.3 Methodology
The use of distributed caches is a widely used method to distribute
computational and I/O workload over multiple machines. We deployed the
hardware accelerated redundancy elimination module in the server’s side
middle-box, and distributed caches in the clients’ side middle-boxes. The clients’
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Figure 4.1. Work flow if no redundancy detected
side middle-boxes are geographically close to each other, so the latency of data
transfer between clients’ side middle-boxes are generally shorter than latency of
data transfer between a server’s side middle-box and a client’s side middle-box. It is
also easier to improve the bandwidth between clients’ side middle-boxes. Based on
our assessment of DRESS using a small network configuration, we believe that our
method is a good fit for a small cooperative cache system. In terms of scaling,
however, managing the distributed caches is likely to pose a challenge in terms of
performance and in discovering the client who holds a data block. Additional work
would be needed to investigate the challenges posed by scaling.
Figure 4.1 shows the work flow of such a system when no redundant chunks
are detected:
1. When a client sends a GET request, the client’s side middle-box redirects the
request to server side middle-box.
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Figure 4.2. Format of response for GET request
2. The server’s side middle-box fetches the data from server. One can also apply
other redundancy elimination methods here, for example, caching static web
pages, to further increase the performance.
3. The server’s side middle-box then applies the aforementioned redundancy
elimination algorithm to the data: partitions data into chunks, computes hash
values for the chunks, and matches the hash values to detect redundancies.
4. The format of the response for a GET request from a client’s side middle-box
as shown in Figure 4.2 consists of three parts: an integer indicating the
number of chunks in the data, a bit map indicating whether each chunk is
duplicated or not, followed by an array of chunks if chunk is not duplicated, or
hash values if chunk is duplicated. The numbers marked above each bar is the
offset from the beginning of the payload of the response.
5. When a client’s side middle-box receives a response, it stores the transmitted
chunks in its cache and computes hash values for the non-duplicated chunks.
Then it broadcasts the hash values of the newly accepted chunks to
cooperating middle-boxes. The client’s side middle-boxes that receive the
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Figure 4.3. Work flow with redundancy detected
broadcast maintain a hash table, recording the hash values that the other
middle-boxes have.
Figure 4.3 shows the work flow of the system when redundant chunks are
detected. The first four steps of this scenario are the same as first four steps in the
work flow where no redundancy is detected. When the client’s side middle-box that
requested for the data gets the response, it would fetch the duplicated chunks from
caches. If the duplicated chunk does not exist in its own cache, the client’s side
middle-box would request the data from other client’s side middle-boxes according
to the hash map.
4.4 Measurements
The methods were evaluated on a machine with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5930K
CPU @ 3.50 GHz, with 12 cores and 16.0 GB RAM. The GPU installed in this
machine is NVIDIA Tesla K40c. The cooperative distributed cache is evaluated on
Debian 8 64 bit operating system, since the experiment is conducted over a
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Table 4.1 Test cases for distributed byte cache






simulated network using NS-3 (NS-3 documentation, 2011), which only runs in
Linux systems.
Experimental data for DRESS are also generated based on Youtube traces
that are publicly available in UMass Trace Repository (2014) using the batch
downloading script gotube. Table 4.1 shows the five test cases in this experiment,
which were generated as mentioned earlier. The video data were stored in files
named by the video IDs assigned by YouTube. The order of requests (for video files)
that clients’ side middle-boxes send to server’s side middle-box was based on the
trace file in UMass Trace Repository (2014), and the request was generated
randomly under a Poisson distribution. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the
experimental result of all the test cases separately.
We evaluated our method by comparing the detected redundancy and
bandwidth savings of the program introduced in this research with the other 2
benchmark programs 1. The algorithms evaluated are listed below:
• Redundancy elimination system with cooperative distributed byte cache
• Redundancy elimination system without cooperative distributed byte cache
• Network system without redundancy elimination program
In Figure 4.4, we show the average redundancy rate in the distributed
caches. One can see that the average detected redundancy rate of the redundancy
1All the programs can be found in https://github.com/keludiao/DRESS
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Figure 4.4. The average detected redundancy rate in the distributed caches
elimination system with distributed byte caches was about two to three times
greater than the average detected redundancy rate of the redundancy elimination
system without distributed byte caches. In the redundancy elimination system
without distributed byte cache, the server’s side middle-box needed to keep a hash
table for each of the client’s side middle-box. It only sent a hash value instead of
chunks when the chunk exists in the cache of the client’s side middle-box that sent
the current request. In the redundancy elimination system with distributed byte
cache, the server’s side middle-box only needed to keep one hash table for the
chunks. It would send a hash value for the duplicated chunks even if it does not
exist in the cache of the client’s side middle-box that sent the current request.
Therefore, the distributed cache significantly increased the chance to detect
duplicated data and reduces the memory space required in server’s side middle-box
for the hash tables.
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Figure 4.5. Size of data needed to send
In Figure 4.5, we show the amount of data need to send in a redundancy
elimination system with distributed byte caches, a redundancy elimination system
without distributed byte caches, and a network system without redundancy
elimination program. The amount of data needed to send in the redundancy
elimination system without redundancy elimination program was the same as the
amount of data requested. One can see from the figure that the redundancy
elimination system with distributed byte caches can save about 15% of the
bandwidth, while the redundancy elimination system without distributed byte
caches can only save 3% of the bandwidth. The redundancy elimination system
with distributed byte caches saved 12% more bandwidth than the one without
distributed byte caches. In test case 5, the redundancy elimination system without
distributed byte caches generated even more traffic than the baseline system, since
there were only small amount of redundancies detected. This results in smaller
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amount of bandwidth savings compared to the meta data (including the integer
indicating number of chunks and the bit map)
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, the author presented DRESS, a distributed Internet cache
that scales to improve the performance of a redundancy elimination system. The
author deployed HARENS as the server’s side redundancy elimination module, and
four cooperative distributed Internet caches in the clients’ side middle-boxes.
Results showed that the redundancy elimination system with cooperative
distributed Internet caches saved 12% more bandwidth than the redundancy
elimination system without a cooperative distributed Internet cache.
There are several interesting avenues for future work. The cooperative
distributed caches in this research are close to each other in the network. We can
find a method for wider Internet and let the distributed caches to cooperate with
their neighbors. We can also make the server’s side redundancy elimination module
a part of the P2P network, so the redundancy elimination program can be applied
to both download and upload streams. As mentioned in previous chapter, we can
adopt the hybrid method introduced by Papapanagiotou, Callaway, and
Devetsikiotis (2012), making HARENS work with a proxy cache redundancy
elimination module. It would be interesting to research about how to put this
hybrid method in DRESS network system.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY
In this thesis, the author presented HARENS, an efficient approach
developed for redundancy elimination in network systems, and a simulation of
distributed Internet cache to improve the performance of redundancy elimination.
HARENS provided an acceleration to the redundancy elimination method
based on Rabin fingerprinting algorithm. We divided the process of redundancy
elimination into four steps: fetching data, partitioning packets/objects chunks,
computing SHA1 hash values for chunks, and matching chunks by comparing hash
values. Each step was treated as a Finite State Machine (FSM), which ran
separately but shared data buffers to synchronize with each other. These FSMs
performed the role of workers in a pipeline, which can keep the tasks running
simultaneously. Due to the acceleration methods, HARENS answered the hypothesis
by: a) improving the throughput of network data de-duplication by about a factor
of 9 times and b) witnessing no significant improvement on redundancy detection.
DRESS scaled HARENS in a larger network by deploying cooperative
distributed Internet caches. HARENS performed the role of server’s side redundancy
elimination module, and the cooperative distributed Internet caches performed the
role of clients’ side redundancy elimination modules. There was higher chance to
detect duplicated data in this network, since the distributed Internet caches shared
the information of their cached chunks with each other. DRESS answered the
hypothesis by improving 12% more bandwidth savings than the network
redundancy elimination system without cooperative distributed Internet caches.
There are many potential improvements and further works for both
HARENS and DRESS. We can use hybrid methods combining HARENS
redundancy elimination module with traditional proxy-cache methods. We can
make better use of hardwares and reduce the time consumption of synchronizing the
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FSMs. We can also further scale our redundancy elimination system to a larger
network by making the distributed Internet caches cooperate with their neighbors.
To conclude, redundancy elimination is a good solution for the network
traffic jam. It is a much cheaper solution than increasing the network bandwidth by
deploying more coppers or replacing them with better network cables. However,
current redundancy elimination methods are too old and slow for the rapidly
increasing bandwidth. We are glad to be one of the first to pick up this topic again,
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